We are looking forward to your visit in our Berlin Office!

Travel directions
To reserve a flight or train ticket you can click on the corresponding symbols on the map.

You can reach us by public transport via the S+U station Potsdamer Platz, which is within walking distance. Directions by public transport can be found on the next page.

To plan your journey by car please click on the „route planner“ button on the map. Alternatively you can find our driving directions on the next page. Parking facilities are limited. The nearest car park is located in Bellevuestraße 3, 10785 Berlin (Parkhaus Sony Center APCOA).

Hotel reservation
To make a hotel reservation you can visit ➔ www.berlin.de/en/accommodation. We will inform you about special rates or room contingents for DIS events in Berlin.
**Arrival by public transport or taxi**

*From Berlin Central Station* you can reach the Berlin office within 10 minutes by public transport (M85/M41 to Potsdamer Platz). (Taxi about 10 minutes)

*From Tegel airport* you can reach the Berlin office within 45 minutes by public transport (TXL bus to the main station then M85 to Potsdamer Platz). (Taxi about 30 minutes)

*From Schönefeld airport* you can reach the Berlin office within 35 minutes by public transport (S-Bahn S9 to Friedrichstraße then S25 to Potsdamer Platz). (Taxi approx. 30 minutes)

Further information can be found via this link: [www.bvg.de/en](http://www.bvg.de/en)

---

**Arrival by car to car park at Potsdamer Platz**

**(Parkhaus Sony Center APCOA)**

**A100** *From the north-west: Motorway A100*

From A100 continue on Seestraße, turn right on Amrumer Straße, turn right on Föhrer Straße, after Föhrer Brücke turn right on Friedrich-Krause-Ufer, via Heidestraße. The Heidestraße becomes the B96. Turn right onto Minna-Cauer-Straße/B96. Continue on B96 via the tunnel Tiergarten, take the left exit towards Charlottenburg/Schöneberg, turn left onto Kemperplatz and directly right onto Bellevuestraße. The parking garage Sony Center APCOA is located on the right side in Bellevuestraße 3.

Footpath to DIS (see also map above):
At the exit of the car park turn left into Bellevuestraße, walk approx. 30 m. Turn right to the path across the Henriette-Herz-Park to Lennéstraße. 80 m to the right until Lennéstr. 9.

**A113** *From the south: Motorway A113*

In the direction of Berlin continue on A100, take exit 20-Tempelhofer Damm, drive in the direction of Potsdamer Platz / Zentrum / Flughafen Tempelhof. Follow the B96 to Landwehrkanal, then straight ahead on Wilhelmstraße, turn left on Stresemannstraße, continue on Potsdamer Platz, turn left on Potsdamer Platz, Potsdamer Platz runs slightly to the right and becomes Bellevuestraße. The car park is located on the left hand side in Bellevuestraße 3, walking distance to DIS see above.

**A114** *From the north-east: Motorway A114*

In the direction B109 / Zentrum / Prenzlauer Berg, continue on B109 and then on Prenzlauer Allee. Turn left onto Mollstraße, turn right onto Otto-Braun-Straße/B2, turn half left onto Grunerstraße/B1, straight ahead onto Spittelmarkt/B1. Turn right onto Potsdamer Platz, turn left directly on Potsdamer Platz, Potsdamer Platz runs slightly to the right and becomes Bellevuestraße. The car park is located on the left hand side in Bellevuestraße 3, walking distance to DIS see above.